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Cotton Candy Makers

Note:

This user manual is applicable to the cotton candy machines. Please read it carefully before use.

Model：
MHTJJPZY01; MHTJLJ01L;
MHTJLJ01H; MHTJLJ01F.

Model：
MHTJXM01F; MHTJXM01H;
MHTJXM01L; MHTJXM01Y.

Model：
MHTJJPHC01; MHTJHC01H;
MHTJHC01F; MHTJHC01L.

This is the original instruction, please read all manual instructions carefully before operating. VEVOR reserves

clear interpretation of our user manuals. The appearance of the product shall be subject to the product you

received. Please forgive us that we won't inform you again if there is any technology or software updates on our

products.

Have product questions? Need technical support? Please feel free to contact us:

CustomerService@vevor.com

NEED HELP? CONTACT US!

mailto:CustomerService@vevor.com


Product Parameters

Packing List

Item Part Name QTY Picture

1 Cotton Candy Machine 1 pcs

2 Stainless Steel Bowl 1 pcs

3 Stainless Steel Sugar Scoop 1 pcs

4 Carbon Brush 1 pcs

5 Fuse 1 pcs

6 Power Cord 1 pcs

7 User Manual 1 pcs

8
Installation Tools

Note: For the cart-style ones only.
1 set

Model

MHTJJPZY01;
MHTJLJ01L;
MHTJLJ01H;
MHTJLJ01F.

MHTJXM01F;
MHTJXM01H;
MHTJXM01L;
MHTJXM01Y.

MHTJJPHC01;
MHTJHC01H;
MHTJHC01F;
MHTJHC01L.

Dimensions
(mm)

518*518*485 503*503*435 518*820*1050

Heating Plate
Power

1000W 1000W 1000W

Motor Power 18.6W 18.6W 18.6W

Voltage 120V 120V 120V

Frequency 60Hz 60Hz 60Hz



Installation Kit Accessories List
Note: Only the cart-style machines come with the installation kits.

Item Part Name QTY Picture

1 Wheel 2 PCS

2 Table 1 PCS

3 Handle 1 PCS

4 Long Bracket 2 PCS

5 Short Bracket (Wheel Mounting) 2 PCS

6 Transverse Fixing Bracket 3 PCS

7 Plastic Pad 2 PCS

8 Hex Bolts (M8*70) 2 PCS

9 Round Head Screw (M5*12) 16 PCS

10 Round Head Screw (M5*35) 6 PCS



Product Description
①Meet Your Commercial Needs: Our commercial cotton candy machine's power is
1000W, which only requires 2-minute preheat time, ensuring rapid cotton candy
production; The spinning head, with 3000RPM rotating speed, can store 0.5 oz / 15g
sugar at one time and product 120 cotton candy per hour, satisfying your large
output demands.
②Temperature Control: Different from ordinary ones, the temperature can be easily
controlled by adjusting the voltage precisely. You absolutely need it if you want to
experiment with different flavors of sugar.
③Reliable Construction: Our cotton candy maker features a carbon steel body and a
19.7-inch diameter stainless steel bowl that provides resistance to rust and corrosion.
Thanks to the high-quality materials, it is extremely robust for long-term use and
withstands demanding tasks. In addition, this machine adopts a locking clip design,
which allows you to easily disassemble the washing bowl, and reduces vibration,
noise and stability during work.
④ User-Friendly Design: This cotton candy maker is equipped with a candy box,
which can provide extra storage space for items such as bamboo sticks; the
ventilation holes on both sides are well designed for easy heat dissipation, ensuring
the reliability of the motor for long-term use; The bottom is non-slip to keep the
machine stable. Also, a sugar scoop as an extra supply is handy for you to scoop and
pour sugar.
⑤ Work with Any Candy You Like: This cotton machine allows you to use the
traditional flossing sugars, milk sugars, fruit cubes, or any of your favorite hard
candies to make delicious cotton candies. With a compact size, it is suitable for
countertop use, and it is perfect for carnivals, festivals, birthday parties, and sports
events.



Product Composition Diagram
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Please install the wheels for the Cart Type in the following order.

1. Use round-head screws (M5*12) and round-head screws (M5*35) to install the

bracket as shown in the figure. The installation steps on both sides are the same.

Round-Head Screws

(M5*12)

Round-Head Screws

(M5*35)



2. Install two wheels under the frame with two M8 Bolts.

Wheel

Bolt

3. Install the table on the left side of the main body, and install the push handle on the

right side with 8 pcs M5*12 screws and 8 pcs washers.

Main Body

Table

Washer

Screw



Push
Handle

Table



4. Place the stainless steel pan on top of the box and fix it with the 4 locking clips on

both sides.



5. After all assembly is completed, it is ready to use. Please properly keep the other

components, which will be used during use or maintenance.



Operation Precautions

1. Please read this manual carefully before use. In order to give full play to its
advantages and achieve satisfactory results, please understand the structure and
function of the machine, and be familiar with its main parts and related safety
operations.
2. After taking the machine out of the package, rinse the bowl and spinning head with
a small amount of clean water, and then wipe the water stains with a soft cloth.
3. The machine should be installed on a supported workbench, keeping a distance
from the ground.
4. Before starting the machine, please check whether the voltage of the power
supply used is consistent with the voltage of the machine used. Ensure that the
contact between the socket and the machine meets the safety standards, the leakage
protection switch and ground wire are installed, and everything meet the electricity
requirements.

Operating Instructions

1. Press the switch to turn on the machine and wait for 1-2 minutes. Observe
whether the machine runs smoothly when the spinning head of the machine is
rotating. If the vibration is too severe, the machine needs to be adjusted. It must be
ensured that the machine is placed stably.
2. Adjust the voltage knob to Max, and the voltmeter will change with the
adjustment. Warm up the machine for 2-3 minutes. After preheating, the voltage can
be adjusted according to the user's temperature requirements.
3. First, pour half a teaspoon of sugar, test the degree of heating and sugar
production. When everything is okay, then pour a spoonful of clean white sugar in
the center of the sugar head.
4. After about 3 seconds, the cotton candy starts to squirt out. Take a bamboo stick
and rotate it a few times along the inner wall of the bowl. Then, place the stick
horizontally and rotate it over the spinning head to form cotton candy. Different
shapes can be made by tilting the sticks.
5. After making enough cotton candy, turn off the machine.



Cleaning
1. The machine needs to be cleaned after the cotton candy is made, otherwise the
spinning head may be blocked. Keep the machine running during the cleaning
process, pour a small amount of water into the rotor, then the rotor will shake off the
water slowly. After that, turn off the machine and clean it with a dry soft cloth.
2. If the spinning head is blocked, turn off the machine and open the spinning head,
then clean up the burnt sugar.
3. Do not wash the machine with detergents such as washing powder.
4. Do not rinse the machine directly with water.

Notice

1. Minors are prohibited from using this product.
2. Do not put the wire close to the hot surface. Do not immerse the lugs on the
machine in water or other liquids. Do not use damaged cords, sockets or plugs.
3. The machine must be properly installed before inserting the plug into the outlet.
When not in use or before cleaning, turn off the switch, unplug the power supply,
wait for the spinning head to stop rotating, and wait for the machine to cool down.
4. Do not touch the rotating spinning head when the machine is working. Do not
reach your hands into the bowl until the sugar is gone. To avoid burns, do not move
the machine while it is working.
5. Do not touch the plug or wire when the plug or wire is wet or your hands are wet,
otherwise it may cause an electric shock.
6. The motor of this machine is designed to have a temporary cut-off rate of 80%, so
long-term continuous operation should be avoided. After working continuously for
one hour, you should pause for 20 minutes before starting to work, which will greatly
extend the service life of the motor.
7. Whether it is cleaning, maintenance and other related work, the power should be
turned off first, and the power plug should be unplugged. The machine is not allowed
to run without load for a long time.
8. Cleaning agents are not allowed to be used during cleaning to prevent the cleaning
agents remaining on the machine from being eaten by mistake.



Circuit Diagram

Troubleshooting

Fault: No Sugar Filament

1. Check whether the sugar head is rotating or not, and stop the machine to sense

whether the sugar head is hot.

2. If the sugar head does not rotate: check whether the machine is powered on,

and whether the motor is broken.

3. If the sugar head is not hot: check whether the machine is powered on, whether

the sugar head is ringing, and whether the voltage is excessive.

4. Unscrew the fuse knob on the panel or pry open the fuse cover (for Countertop

Type) in the socket, then, take the fuse out to check whether it is burnt out.

5. Remove the baffle & upper cover and take out the cover through the spinning

head, then you can see the internal condition of the machine. Check whether the

carbon brush is loose or not working, if so, replace it with a new one.

Manufacturer: Elecpro Group Holding Co., Ltd

Add: Gongye Ave. West, Songxia Industrial Park, Songgang, Nanhai, Foshan, Guangdong, China


